D egr ees of Mental Ill ness "Degrees of Mental Illness" raises the question: "degrees in terms of what?" Are we talking about degrees of seriousness of the illness? Or degrees in the diagnostic classification? D anger to the self or to others? Are we talking about degrees of treatability or untreatability? Acuteness or chronicity of the illness? O r are we talking about the degree of disability or ability to work?
It seems logical that we think in terms of degrees of mental illness as related specifically to your employee-patients and their ability to function at work. A whole spectrum of degrees between, on the one end, efficient, rewarding, economical, well-functioning behavior and on the other, inefficient, unrewarding, uneconomical, malfunctioning behavior of this individual employee as perceived by you, the individual nurse. I view "degrees of mental illness" as a highly individualistic matter. " Deg rees of mental illness" refers to individual behavior at work , behavior which is more or less abnormal. It requires experience, intelligence and good judgment to know when behavior should be classified as abnormal.
In brief: we ' are not concerning ourselves with the obvious case of DT's, a psychotic depr ession or catatonic state. We are talking about the gray area where we ask ourselves such q uestions as : who is malfunctioning?-when does one and how does one recognize these cases?-when does the nur se become alarmed?-when does the n urse do something and how should she do it? "Degrees of mental illness" thus deals with degrees and different forms of maladaptive behavior at work. Behavior has two major functions: adaptation and communication. The adaptive part of behavior is an attempt to solve, to cope with, to find ways of dealing with life through actions, thoughts or feelings . The communicative part of behavior is an expressive one through which the individual communicates his present state of adaptation in life. Th u s behavior-whether it is adaptive or maladaptive-is a purposeful end in itself for this particular individual and at the same time his behavior is a form of communication with his environment.
When maladaptive beha vior occurs on the job , its origin may be on the job as well as off the job. Maladaptive behavior can be the result of excessiv e stimulation of the ego which is actually the definition of a mental trauma. The ego here is stimu lated beyond its tolerance. What we do in real life in case of excessive stimulation or trauma of the ego, is that we bring in a variety of personal mental defense mechanisms. Th at is our natural response when "the alarm goes off."
Defense Mechanisms
Mental defense mechanisms are symptoms, the observable expressions of maladaptive behavior, or perhaps we should say of emotional or mental conflict . Conflict is defined as a contest of opposing forces . Freud sawall mental activity as a constant interplay between driving and checking forces and in this sense conflict is a natural, perhaps necessary element of life. B u t if behavior becomes maladaptive, if the conflict becomes too great and the ego is unable to neutralize all these stimuli, we are faced with a crisis. T h is may be the result of one big overwhelming stimulus or of many small ones. It may become an acute or chronically recurring stress condition.
In proper sequence we see that a stimulus can first lead to a warning reaction, perhaps a simple anxiety; then it may be followed by a crisis, like an a.ute panic as we see in homosexual panics; and finally a worse form of more permanent stress such as a catatonic or paranoid state. We view "degrees of mental illness" as varying degrees of intensity of what is basically the same mechanism, namely, the way a particular individual experiences and copes with the constant barrage of internal and external stimuli to his ego. Now we can better understand what is meant by "ego strength." It means one's ability to neutralize stimuli and it neatly sums up the ability of the individual to defend himself against excessive stress.
We have said that one of the important functions of the ego is to terminate crises by neutralizing stimuli. If a crisis has been terminated we talk about a solution. For instance one possible way to terminate a crisis in an employee's life is by attracting -unconsciously of course-an industrial accident. What is the meaning of such an accident? First, as we now understand it, it may be a way of coping with a crisis in one's life. Therefore, an industrial accident may actually be a solution. Secondly, an industrial accident, as a form of human behavior contains an expressive, communicative element and when properly understood can tell us a great deal about the individual and the crisis he is in. The outcome of the crisis, and with it, the degree of his mental illness will depend on a variety of factors. It will depend on the word we used a moment ago, the "ego strength" of this individual, and also on the type of stimulus that he is exposed to now. It also depends on the individual's constitution and predisposition. Previous experiences help shape the outcome 0: the crisis. The degree of his intelligence, the support provided by his environment or its lack, the maturity of the individual, his ability to absorb the shocks his vulnerability or resilience, and then, , "' last but not least, the outcome of a crisis will depend to a great extent on the ready availability of qualified professional "and other help. This then brings us back to the task of the nurse as a "gatekeeper" in case of a crisis.
The Nurse's Role
We are talking about "degrees of mental illness" and we understand that an employee-patient will be 16 looking for a certain way in which he can express his crisis, his stress conflict. Since much of this may be going on outside of his conscious awareness, the employee will present himself with what we have already called a "ticket of admission," for example an industrial accident. The nurse as the "gatekeeper" will always be looking for clues to get the true meaning of the behavior the employees demonstrate. The better the nurse knows a certain employee the better she can understand his behavior in his particular form of stress.
There are of course various ways to express these stress conflicts in reality. What does the nurse look for in the industrial situation? We all know the three A's of Levinson namely Absenteeism, Accidents and Alcoholism. And to that list we can add seven more A's: Aggression, Ailments, Anxiety, Apathy, Asthenia, Attrition and Avoidance. (We do that if we have a certain compulsive need to begin words with the same letter and to wind up with an even ten!)
More than anything else however, the nurse in industry will look for changes in the behavior of employee-patients as reflected in the number of visits to the medical department. In all cases of maladaptive behavior in industry the first thing we look for is change, and the first noticeable change may well come as an increased use of the medical department. My nurse friends in industry say that a large number of the visitors to the medical department are "quickies": fast in and fast out. During these visits an employee who is increasingly disturbed will drop little hints of what is going on. Let us take a very pedestrian example of this form of behavior by supposing that a certain man's wife has served him soggy scrambled eggs for breakfast one morning. Now how is he going to deal with this reality stimulus? This particular man has told his wife many times that he likes his eggs dry and well done-salty, with a touch of pepper, etc. But she has failed him again. What happens? A mature man I presume, would say "Now Mary, I have asked you before and I will ask you again; would you kindly make my scrambled eggs ... etc." But if this man is already under stress or if he is in conflict, or even in a crisis, or near panic, he may well take it out on his wife in a much less mature way and he may give her "a piece of his mind."
But people often use the wrong person as a target and not infrequently an industrial nurse may become that very target. Her willingness to be a helper may cause her to step into that role without realizing it. Depending on the employee's personality the nurse may get the feeling that she is being treated rudely, and, she may be struck by the employee's tough attitude so much in contrast to his usual meek behavior. To her great surprise another man, may ask her please not to be angry with him when she sees no reason why she ought to be in the first place. He has failed to tell her about the soggy scrambled eggs of course. If the crisis in our patient's life takes on a more paranoid character, the nurse may get a distinct feelingor the employee may actually say-that he hates all wor en. An anxious patient may show up with a tension headache, a depressed person feels that he does not deserve better anyway. A dangerous catatonic may walk around with fantasies of wanting to murder his wife. And let us hope that he will not kill the nurse instead.
An individual's way of dealing with any form of reality is like a Rorschach test: one projects oneself on to the situation and one goes through a little play which one acts out in front of a meaningful person. And since most nurses are women, it is important not to forget that industrial nurses may play a highly meaningful role in the life of their male employee-patients.
"Only" and "Just" A practical suggestion is to remember that the individual in a crisis frequently realizes that there is something unconscious about this, something he cannot reach or talk about. The frustrating feeling that accompanies this often results in the use of the words "only" or "just"! One may hear such a patient state "if I could only lick this problem all my , troubles would be over." Or a supervisor may say about an employee, "all he needs is just a little bit of backbone." Whenever these words "just" or "only" are used in this sense, it pays to listen very carefully to what is going on because here is a dead give-away of an unconscious conflict.
It is good to remember that many employee-patients who come in with varying degrees of mental illness are quite literally unable to verbalize what really bothers them. This brings up the matter of asking questions. In courses on interviewing one always hears that an interviewer should not ask questions. I think that is wholly unreasonable. At the same time, one must realize that when one asks a person why he behaves the way he does, one American A ssociation of Industrial Nurses JOUTIlul, Murch . 1967 cannot always expect an answer which will make sense if this behavior is determined by unconscious conflicts. It is then when he uses these words "just" and "only."
In her role of keeping well people well, the industrial nurse may first observe the beginning behavior changes of her own feelings of reciprocation to the employee-patient. An employee in mental distress may come to the nurse without actual awareness of what he wants and his behavior may well give the nurse the feeling that he is asking her whether she really is willing to help him. Or is she giving him lip service? An employee may wonder unwittingly "Can I scare her?"; "Can I trust her?"; "Can she take my craziness?"; "Will she squeal on me?" The employee-patient in his varying degrees of mental illness may use inappropriate emotions while asking for help. A form of aggressive behavior may cover fatigue or anxiety. I remind you of the laughing silliness of the hebephrenic; the behavior of an employee who is drunk; over-solicitous, obsessive compulsive behavior; people who are making a pass at the nurse instead of saying "thank you"; the use of four letter words. In their attempt to get your attention, these employee-patients with mental illness problems may stretch your patience to a dangerous degree, or cause other counter transference phenomena.
There is a danger that the over-worked nurse considers these people nuisances. This is not necessary. They are human beings and they are often very interesting people if one is curious about behavior. And understanding maladaptive behavior has another benefit, namely that one learns to handle it without undue personal emotional involvement.
Some people have a generally adverse effect on others, including medical personnel. Examples of this are alcoholics who are apt to elicit feelings of counter-hostility. Non-whites or foreign people often evoke feelings of rejection. Dependent persons may call for an overprotective attitude. The handicapped ask for our denial, the paranoids make us feel guilty, suicidal patients can create a good deal of anxiety in us whereas addicts and delinquents fill us with scorn. Hallucinating people often are the butt of ridicule.
The employee-patient may have a definite adverse effect on the industrial nurse in the event that she identifies with him or fails to recognize what is called her transference role. This problem of identi-fication (which is involvement without the necessary detachment) is a subconscious mechanism which may make the nurse side with the underdog, the rebels, the unlovables-depending on her own unrecognized or unresolved conflicts. On a more unconscious level, identification can take on very serious forms like becoming depressed, homosexual panic, problems of infidelity etc. Secondly the failure of the nurse to recognize her own transference role may prevent her from recognizing her anger or even hatred for this individual. If it is an unrecognized positive transference role the nurse inadvrrtently may get involved in an erotic relationship which she later on will regret as deeply as her unnecessary anger.
Handling These Problems
How does one handle these various degrees of mental illness? The nurse whose duty it is to give relief and comfort in a medical setting in industry knows that the role of the relief giver requires before anything else her ability to have empathy without identification, involvement but with detachment.
What can the nurse do when she is certain that she is dealing with some degree of crisis, conflict or maladaptive behavior in her employee-patient? Many of these conflicts are not serious and can easily be controlled by some reality testing with the employee. It is much better to ask why he cannot sleep than to give an employee-patient three sleeping pills without further question.
It is surprising how many problems and crises get cured simply by letting time pass. Leaving well enough alone may be a very sound decision. In other cases a nurse may feel a need to set limits to the behavior of her employee-patients. She may recognize, once she has become sensitized to these things, that the disturbed employee comes to her to get "permission" to "forget it" or to re-enforce a decision about certain things over which he feels ambivalent. This is not "playing God" but it is helping a person in an ambivalent situation express himself and thus determine on which side of the fence he really is. Developing other activities; referral to religious or other community resources naturally is often helpful. Medical help including drugs ought not to be withheld when a person is at the limit of his emotional endurance. It behooves the industrial nurse to re-enforce an employee's referral to a psychiatrist without projecting an image of the "headshrinker." The degree of success in these things depends on the nurse's own maturity. Re-enforcing the referral to a psychiatrist naturally 18 is much easier if there are one or more available psychiatrist friends of the medical department. I recommend strongly that nurses in industry develop good relationships with community psychiatrists.
I do want to warn the nurse against a small but definite danger of playing amateur psychiatrist. How does one know when to stop? Consider stopping when you begin to feel too uncomfortable with your patient. Stop when the patient gets worse. Stop helping your employee-patient when you feel insulted, irritated, sexually attracted without understanding what is going on. Stop when you begin to identify with your employee-patient. Stop when you can no longer feel objective to your patient.
Conclusion
What more can we say about the role of a nurse in industry and the "degrees of mental illness" in employee-patients? Perhaps as many as four out of every five patients will have, or have had some psychiatric problem in themselves or in their immediate environment. Many of these cases will be in need of help when the nurse sees them. Remember, the most beneficial psychiatric treatment there is, is the undivided attention of a truly interested, willing and helpful other human being. Who can fulfill this role better than a nurse? Then the mature nurse recognizing the changes in her employeepatients will have to know when she has reached the limit of her own helping ability and when the time has come for her to call for additional help. This requires indeed a good deal of self-knowledge as well as knowledge of how to deal with such a patient, how to refer him to someone else without making him feel as though you reject him. This can best be dealt with in individual supervision by a visiting psychiatrist to your medical department. I for one happen to be a firm believer in the institute of the visiting psychiatrist, the consultant who comes into the industrial medical department to help you and your industrial physicians with these problem cases, to help you in recognizing them earlier and in fulfilling that most vital role in industrial medicine, namely that of preventive medicine. Nowhere is there a better opportunity to practice secondary prevention, the early recognition and early treatment of signs and symptoms of mental disease before the disease becomes firmly established. You, the "gatek eeper " in industry need never become complacent about this because tomorrow you may see the first case of an illness you never suspected to exist among your plant population.
